Abstract. Anharmonic interactions in lattices may sustain robust oscillatory modes and (nonlinear) waves including solitons. This is illustrated here by using an exponentially repulsive interaction introduced by Toda. To cope with friction and dissipation -always present in real systems-and hence to make robust, e.g., solitons, following Lord Rayleigh, an appropriate input-output energy balance is added to the dynamics. Noise (and hence temperature) is also incorporated by embedding the system in a Gaussian, white noise environment (thermal bath). In the particular case of a lattice ring with six units it is shown how such a Toda-Rayleigh lattice can be used as a Central Pattern Generator of three different oscillatory modes. These three modes are shown to map three walking (metachronal/low speed, caterpillar/medium speed, and tripod/fast speed) gaits in insects (hexapods). An electronic implementation (diodes map easily exponential interactions) of the TodaRayleigh lattice ring is also discussed, including leg motor controls for an hexapod robot. Finally, the Toda-Rayleigh mechanical lattice is converted into an electromechanical wire-like, lattice electric conductor. This is done by considering the lattice units as positive ion cores and adding free electrons to the system. The coupling of Toda dynamics with Coulomb interactions yields remarkable currentfield/voltage and current-temperature characteristics in the presence of an external electric field. An Ohmic-non Ohmic transition is possible in the lattice conductor. Such feature permits to consider it as a neural-like conveyor of subsonic (Ohmic) and fast supersonic (non-Ohmic) electric or other signals.
INTRODUCTION
The contents are organized as follows. First, in rather general terms, yet illustrating the methodology using the harmonic oscillator (h.o.) I discuss how to ensure robustness of oscillations and waves by introducing energy pumping, to cope with friction, damping and dissipation. This I do it by following a suggestion made by Lord Rayleigh [1, 2] and van der Pol [3] . Then I recall the pioneering studies made by Fermi, Pasta and Ulam [4] , and by Zabusky and Kruskal [5] , that led to the soliton concept, a wave very much characteristic of some anharmonic lattices and some nonlinear dynamic systems. This is done by discussing in details the first anharmonic potential correction to the h.o. dynamics, and hence the first correction to Hooke's law for the lattice "springs" (akin to a model introduced by Helmholtz) [6] . This study of such anharmonic, nonlinear case paves the way to succintly describe a lattice model introduced by Toda using exponential "springs" with repulsive interaction and to provide the form of the corresponding soliton waves (periodic and solitary) [7, 8] . As a side remark I show the similarity of Toda's interaction with the Morse interaction, also using exponentials, and the 1/r 12 repulsive component of the Lennard-Jones potential [9] . Then I consider Toda's lattice embedded in a (Gaussian, white noise) thermal bath while at the same time the lattice dynamics is endowed with both passive and active friction following Rayleigh. This allows, in principle, that lattice units may pump energy from the environment to selforganize the lattice and create and maintain soliton waves very much like those earlier shown to exist for the "ideal", original Toda lattice [10, 11] . Right after that I illustrate how a Toda-Rayleigh lattice ring can be materialized electronically, as an analog computer, by taking advantage, in particular, of the fact that diodes map easily exponential interactions [12, 13] . I also recall that for a lattice ring with six units (the argument is valid for arbitrary finite N) possesses five (in general TV-1) different robust oscillatory modes [14] . In practice due to symmetry they reduce to three modes of operation that I place in parallel and, subsequentelly, identify with gaits of an insect or more precisely with those of an hexapod robot. By doing this I try to make clear how a Toda-Rayleigh lattice ring can be used as a Central Pattern Generator (CPG) to control gaits and robot movements on ground [15, 16, 17] . Then follows a discussion of how the originally mechanical Toda lattice can be converted into a wire-like electric conductor. This is achieved by considering the Toda lattice units as (positive) ions, or better (screened) ion cores, surrounded by an equal number of "free" electrons. The latter are taken in three dimensions to avoid unnecessary (geometric) singularities due to the Coulomb interaction between electrons and ions. The whole electromechanical system is then embedded in a thermal bath like that earlier described. This allows introducing temperature for the electrons using the fluctuation-dissipation theorem and a relation due to Einstein [10, 11] . I profit to discuss in some details the coupling or interplay between strong mechanical lattice compressions, creating solitons, and the electric Coulomb interactions taken a suitable pseudopotential approximation. I point out how solitons in the Toda-Rayleigh lattice can dynamically bind electrons taken them away from otherwise ion traps. Those solitonelectron bound states (solectrons) can carry electricity and I provide the current-electric field/voltage characteristics. I also provide a plot of the current versus (electron) temperature. Both characteristics exhibit remarkable features that I consider can be taken to advantage to transmit supersonic, faster than usual electric signals or fast matter transport [9, 18] . I close my notes with a few concluding remarks.
ROBUST OSCILLATIONS AND ROBUST WAVES
The simplest wave form is the harmonic (sin, cos) wave. Such a Fourier mode can be thought as the unfolding in space-time of an ideal h.o. It is ideal in the sense of dissipationless motion. Neither the harmonic wave nor the h.o. are robust (structurally unstable dynamics; orbits easily destroyed by the slightest dissipation) [19] . The oscillatory motion is a consequence of an initial condition and we thus have a one-parameter family of oscillations (and waves) which is what occurs with the planetary motions around the Sun. In mathematical terms they correspond to a center singularity of a differential system (such a singular, steady or equilibrium point is potentially surrounded in its immediate neighborhood by infinitely many closed paths). If, however, we have a focus (also called spiral) singularity then if the real part of the corresponding eigenvalue is negative an arbitrary initial condition ends up in the motionless equilibrium point which is asymptotically stable. To escape from this situation we must add to the system dynamics an ingredient allowing to make positive the real part of the focus eigenvalue. Then the focus being unstable offers the chance of reaching a limit cycle oscillation from arbitrary initial conditions (a limit cycle is an isolated closed path with no other closed path in its immediate neighborhood). Limit cycles are robust oscillations and their unfoldings in space-time are expected to be robust waves (including dissipation). If we have a two-dimensional (2D) dynamical system this is our only chance for a bounded one (otherwise there is also the possible escape to infinity).
As noted above two approaches to the above posed problem are due to Lord Rayleigh [1, 2] and van der Pol [3] . Take the damped h.o. that follows the linear equation for a displacement 9 (t):
or else v+yv + co
with v = 9 and a dot denoting time derivative; CO denotes the (linear) oscillation frequency and 7 accounts for damping or friction. The energy of the system, E, is
Then from (1) follows that
To cope with the damping imposed by 7 > 0 we need to augment the dynamics with a kind of negative friction (also called active friction or energy pumping mechanism). Lord Rayleigh addressed the question of maintaining h.o. by replacing 7 with 7 = 7(1 -V 2 /VQ) where vo is a reference or tunable parameter, thus targeting the velocity variable. Van der Pol targeted the actual displacement and proposed the change of 7 to 7=7(1 -9
where #o is a ls° a tunable parameter. [N.B.: The earlier mentioned structural instability means that the phase (9,9) diagram or portrait is qualitatively changed when the functional form, the physical law or dynamics of the system is (slightly) changed. Such change could be the appearance of a new singular point. The special case where a change in the value of a tunable parameter has such an effect is a bifurcation problem] [19, 20] . In both cases by appropriately acting on 7 by means of vo or #o we can indeed maintain the ideal h.o. of Eq. (1). Inspection of the (9,9) phase portrait of Eq. (1) using, however, 7 rather than 7 shows that for 7 = 0 we recover the ideal case while for 7 > 0 we have explosion and for 7 < 0 damping of initial conditions with the spiral or focus singularity. If we write 7 as 70 (l -9 2 /9Q ), and use it in Eq. (1) this equation becomes
Further to acting upon the friction force could be replacing Hooke's linear law for the spring by a nonlinear restoring force like 9 -a9 2 , with a a tunable parameter. We return to this items in the next Section. An interesting feature of the nonlinear Eq. (5) 
Then for £ < < 1 we can observe a nice smooth limit cycle oscillation around the origin 0 = 0=0 (imagine a circle around it). When £ grows the smooth oscillation drastically changes, albeit always topologically orbitally equivalent to the former. The actual form of the limit cycle may be thought as drastically stretched orbit along the ordinate 0 axis while correspondingly shrinking along the abscissa 0 axis. The unfolded space-time trajectory or wave periodically in time becomes in part very steep while remaining almost flat for a rather longer time interval, thus defining a so-called relaxation oscillation.
Inverting the terms we can say that the wave appears with a slow build-up followed by a sudden discharge. This feature was taken to advantage by Fitz-Hugh and Nagumo (and collaborators) to introduce the concept of excitability by separating two significantly different time scales (think about the scale of variation of 0 and the scale set by 1/e). This is basic in the Hodgkin-Huxley model for action potential propagation along axons (originally for the long axon of the squid where wave propagation is in the range of 400 km/h). From this perspective one draws the conclusion that action potential (wave) propagation is based on maintaining an h.o. or transforming it in the form of a limit cycle thanks to an energy pumping that materializes the proposal made by van der Pol leading from Eq. (1) to Eq. (6) [21, 22, 23] .
In these lectures I shall be making use of Lord Rayleigh's form of active friction. We can place it in a more general framework. Assume that the h.o. is that of a particle of mass m. Then, for convenience in the subsequent discussion, let us define the velocitydependent friction force as
with y(v) = yo + 7tf(v).
Here the first term 7o > 0 describes the standard friction, and y a is the active one (the same terminology applies to Fo and F a , respectively). With (7) the energy balance is
The sign of the actual value of %(v) is crucial for the energy balance if we search for a steady state (dE/dt = 0) and beyond. Sticking to Lord Rayleigh's law, we set
where 71 and 72 are new parameters. Hence by playing with the difference (71 -70), we can take the complete friction force as
There is a general setting, of particular interest to problems in bioenergetics, where we could place in context Lord Rayleigh's active (friction) forces [10, 11] . Let us consider that the units are capable of extracting energy from a heat bath (in more general terms from the environment) with q(r) being the energy flux into an unit's internal depot. The latter could be assumed with internal dissipation that in the simplest case can be taken proportional to the instantaneous value of the energy, e(t), with a constant rate of energy loss, c. Then the units can be assumed capable of transforming the stored (internal) energy into motion (kinetic energy). Let this process be available with a velocitydependent rate, d (v) . A simple form could be dv 2 with d constant. Consequently, we can write the energy balance for the depot
.
which shows a depot whose contents depends on history as it is being filled with a time lag. The simplest case would indeed be a steady depot de/dt = 0, which is a case of "fast" adaptation. Assume now that q(t) = qo = const. Then the energy balance at the steady state yields (15) e 0 = W (c + dv 2 ).
Then in the spirit of Lord Rayleigh's proposal we can set
When the friction, Eq. (16), vanishes
_qo c
and hence we can rewrite the friction as
with S = \i + 1 and vj = 5vj. Note that (18) Fig. 1 illustrates how Rayleigh's model and the depot model account for the active part. Slow particles tend to accelerate whereas the motion of faster particles is damped. Rayleigh's function diverges for large values of the velocity (v > vj) whereas the depot model goes to saturation and remains bounded.
The parameters \l or 8 control the conversion of the energy taken up from the external field, the reservoir or heat bath into kinetic energy. The values \l = -1 and 5 = 0 
As we are here dealing with qualitative phase portrait changes as we vary a tunable parameter we have, in fact, a bifurcation from the motionless state to oscillations and waves [20] .
PIONEERING WORKS. INTRODUCTION TO SOLITARY WAVES AND SOLITONS
Let us recall the work of the pioneers on one-dimensional (ID) anharmonic lattices. Let the force between lattice units (1,2, 3,...,/?, ...,N) be F = dU/dr n , r n = x n +\ -x n . Then Newton's equations of motion are
where all lattice masses are taken equal, m. The potential U can be chosen harmonic or otherwise, e.g., U = \/2Gr 2 + l/3GAr 3 + l/4GBr 4 + higher order terms (I have omitted the subscript "«"); A, B, G, denote known parameters. The choice Gr 2 corresponds to Hooke's law in elasticity and the harmonic potential in the system. This potential accounts for linear, infinitesimal vibrations in the form of Fourier modes. The next choice GAr 3 corresponds to the first anharmonic correction to Gr 2 . It defines an asymmetric potential proceeding from minus infinity to plus infinity with a finite depth/size potential well or valley in between. This potential has been used in various contexts. For instance, Helmholtz used it to describe the asymmetric action played by the hammer in the (human) ear (drum) [6] . The GBr 4 term corresponds to a symmetric potential like Gr 2 but either with a quartic single or double potential well. It is of current use to account for thermal expansion and heat in solids and it is denominated after Duffing.
Focusing on the Helmholtz potential, Newton's equations of motion can be written as
For illustration we may consider periodic boundary conditions (x n +N = x n ), fixed ends (x\ = XN = 0) or an infinite lattice (N -> <*>). The corresponding energy or Hamiltonian to (21) is
and hence (21) can be rewritten as
In order to concentrate on collective lattice motions, hence waves, we proceed to a "continuum" approximation to the originally discrete lattice (with lattice spacing "a") [24] :
Omitting the index n from (2 3)we can write
Subscripts "t" and "x" refer to time and space derivatives respectively. The quantity Co denotes the (linear) velocity of sound in the system. Clearly, setting^ = 0 brings back the linear case. It can be seen that the two terms within the bracket are in balance if A « a. The first one accounts for anharmonicity (nonlinearity) while the second incorporates dispersion, as
(for k small) in the linear case; k denotes here wave number. Note that in (25) there is a second derivative with respect to time. 
where v is a new velocity quantity acting as parameter here. Integrating twice with respect to s yields (v -co)w=p(w)+hw ss + k\w + k2.
Further integration gives
The expression (30) describes the gradient of lattice units displacements. Then going back to r\ the solution is
which defines a topological soliton (kink, jump, bore) for actual lattice units displacements. Note that propagation is possible for v positive or negative and it is supersonic when |v| > co. Fermi, Pasta and Ulam [4] were interested in the anharmonic model (22) . Indeed, they tried to understand (thermal) equipartition (a basic theorem in statistical mechanics, and by the same token thermal expansion and heat conduction in solids). They invoked anharmonicity to exchange energy between oscillatory collective modes and used 16, 32 and 64 lattice units with (Helmholtz, Duffing and piecewise linear) non-Hookean springs. Serendipitously, their "negative" results led to the rediscovery of solitary waves like (33) and (34). Zabusky and Kruskal [5] significantly extended the analytical and computer studies of Fermi and collaborators. Their work eventually opened a new area in Applied Mathematics and Nonlinear Science. Zabusky and Kruskal coined the name (and concept) of soliton for they showed that if two solitary waves (33) or (34) with different amplitudes and hence different velocities run along the lattice the bigger (and faster) overcomes the smaller (and slower) and reemerges "unaltered" following the collision, a behavior typical of collisions between elastic particles. Similar phenomena illustrating both elastic and inelastic collisions have been predicted and observed for solitons in viscous flows [26] .
[N.B.: Note that if we focus on dispersion relations the simplest is co = ak (a is a known parameter, k denotes wavenumber) with c = co/k the phase velocity which is constant (when applicable, for ions packets, the group velocity is dco/dk). If we add dissipation/damping, we can write CO = ak-ivk 2 , with v accounting for damping. Adding dispersion we rather have co = ak -fdk 3 and then the phase velocity is co/k = a -3fik 2 which is a function of wavenumber and hence the phase velocity depends on "color". By Fourier inversion we recall that a &-power corresponds to a space derivative (ik -> d x ) and, then, save the nonlinearity the latter dispersion relation brings the BKdV equation. In the simplest form -not really respecting proper scales-we can write 77 + cr/ x + firj xxx -vr\ xx + 7777^ = 0. The latter is a BKdV-Burges (BKdV-B) equation. With /I = 0 and removing the term r\ x by a Galilean boost, the BKdV-B equation becomes Burgers' one-dimensional caricature of the Navier-Stokes equations and the most popular equation to treat shocks following G. I. Taylor and Burgers. Dissipative solitons have been introduced by the author to account for a further generalization of the BKdV-B equation incorporating an input-dissipation energy balance like in the equation 77 + cr\ x + n r\ xxx -vr\ xxx + 8(P)r\ Ax + r\r\ x + ...=0 with 8 (P) a tunable quantity function of a control parameter, P [26, 27] . The latter can be used to have in balance the damping effect of the Burgers term].
TODA LATTICE AND SOLITONS
Let us consider a ID lattice but now with Toda interactions between nearest-neighbor units (Fig. 2) . Thus we replace Hooke's law by the Toda force corresponding to In order to have all the three minima of the potential functions 1) we have suitably adjusted the free parameters with the basic frequency the same; r denotes a suitably rescaled interparticle distance. It clearly appears that Toda's interaction captures well the repulsive core whereas its attractive part becomes unphysical for large values of the displacement. Due to the use of exponentials both the Toda and the Morse potentials are easily implemented with present-day electronics. In these notes I am interested in the region between 0 and 1 along the abscissa, hence on the repulsive parts where all three potentials are about the same. Needless to say the unphysical attractive part of the Toda potential plays no role here.
The relative mutual displacement between the mass / and the mass / + 1 is r\ = Xi+\ -xi -a. Then (in the infinite case) there is an exact solution of the corresponding dynamical system (the system is integrable), as found by Toda [7, 8] . Note that if we expand (35) in a Taylor series
for low values of the displacements, r/, from equilibrium positions we recover, at lowestorder, the harmonic oscillator. Subsequent terms in the series (r 3 , r 4 ) reproduce the ear-lier mentioned interactions used by Fermi, Pasta and Ulam. We see from the expansion (36) that in the Toda potential the parameter ab controls to the basic oscillation frequency and the parameter ab 2 controls the anharmonicity of the forces acting between the particles hence b can be interpreted as the stiffness parameter of the springs. Clearly, in an appropriate limit case the Toda lattice possesses solutions in the form of Fourier modes (phonons in the quantum terminology). However, we are interested in the new (nonlinear) exact solutions found by Toda, i.e., solitons and (periodic) cnoidal waves which are for the Toda lattice the new "degrees of freedom". The soliton solutions represent local lattice excitations (compression-expansion). They generate local energy spots which run along the lattice. For a uniform lattice b n = b, (-00 < n < 00) the exact solutions found by Toda are the cnoidal waves
where the wavelength A and the frequency v (or CO/2K) are related by the dispersion relation 
In the limit k -> l, the cnoidal wave approaches a sequence of equally spaced deltafunctions. For A « K -> °°{k -> l) the result is the solitary wave (30) exp(-6(r" + i -r n )) = l + sink 2 (%) sech 2 fan -1/T) .
These solitonic excitations correspond to local compressions of the lattice with the characteristic compression time and with the spatial "width" % 1 . This quantity is connected with the energy of the soliton by
with a taken as the unit of length. The soliton velocity is given by 
which is supersonic as the sound velocity in the corresponding linear lattice is -GCOo, both velocities given in common appropriate units (7=1 and even CQQ = 1 in most of the text]. Fig. 3 illustrates how compressions create the solitonic peaks and the wave motion along the Toda lattice.
Let us emphasize that Toda's lattice (35) is conservative, Hamiltonian, integrable system and hence for fixed parameter values the soliton energy is determined solely by the initial conditions. Clearly, here when dissipation appears, we are faced for solitons (solitary waves or periodic cnoidal waves) with a similar problem to that faced by Lord Rayleigh or van der Pol for harmonic oscillations. The natural extension of the arguments presented for harmonic oscillations with the aim of driving, forcing and hence maintaining nonlinear oscillations in a Toda lattice is to use the following Langevin equations [10, 11] d
at oxi governing the evolution of the /th particle on the lattice. The quantity U is defined by (35) and Ft accounts for the complete friction force (7), (11) or (18) . I have used, the subscript "/" for later on I shall consider the lattice units as positive ions. The stochastic forces, %i(t), have zero mean and are delta-correlated,
&(0> = o, <&(0&(')> = W-0-

The noise "brings" temperature, T, via the fluctuation-dissipation theorem and Einstein's relation straight forwardly linking D with T(D ~ T).
It is a thermal reservoir from where the lattice units could pump energy to be transformed into collective lattice motion. Fig. 1 recalls the form of the exponential force on the "springs" of a Toda lattice ring that we shall consider having six lattice units. Then the evolution of the Toda-Rayleigh lattice can be described by the Eqs. (20) using (35):
TODA-RAYLEIGH LATTICE RING AND ITS ELECTRONIC IMPLEMENTATION
where coo is the earlier given frequency of linear oscillations, /i is also the earlier given Rayleigh parameter, and y defines the weight of the Rayleigh cubic nonlinearity in the dynamics of the ring. In the limit 7= 0 we have the original Toda equation whose exact solution as earlier said it is a periodic cnoidal wave or a solitary wave.
For 7 > 0 the energy balance admits only a discrete set of solutions. In the truly damped case (/I < 0) the system has only one motionless globally stable solution {x n+ \ -x n = 1}. As earlier noted, at \l = 0 the system undergoes a symmetric Hopf bifurcation [20] . The 27V (twelve for the six-units ring) eigenvalues of the linearized problem are given by [14] - where m = 0, ±1,..., ±N/2. One eigenvalue, for m = 0, vanishes due to the translation symmetry of the system. Another is real, <5Q = 7/1, and changes sign at fl = 0. The other 2 (TV -1) eigenvalues are complex conjugate and with positive speed cross, simultaneously, the imaginary axis at /i = 0. Due to symmetry, for positive /I, (TV-1) different oscillatory modes appear in the system. These modes correspond to stable limit cycles coexisting in the 2N dimensional phase space of the system. When suitably unfolded, they provide nonlinear waves (acoustic modes) propagating along the ring and can be labeled by their wave number m. The mode number defines the number of local compressions (wave peaks or humps) along the ring. Thus for the six-units ring (Fig. 4A ) m = 1 corresponds to a single-peak, one-hump wave; m = 2 to a two-peak, two-hump waves and m = 3 is the so called optical-like mode when the nearest neighbors move in antiphase. The sign in the mode number defines the direction (clockwise or counterclockwise) of the wave propagation. Two other modes, for m = ±0, correspond to the clockwise and counterclockwise rotations of the ring as a whole. Note that since each mode corresponds to a stable limit cycle, only one mode can be realized in the ring at a time with no superposition admitted. As we shall see further below the modes m = 1, 2, and 3 correspond to three different gaits of an hexapodal robot. Fig. 5 shows a circuit block-scheme for the Toda-Rayleigh unit. Detailed description of all components can be found in [12, 13] . The resistors RB permit to get the voltage V averaged over all units in the ring. Furthermore, an amplifier is used to have the possibility to increase or decrease the voltage V s^ applied to the voltage adders. By means of the switch S the input of the amplifier can be connected either to variable voltage source V QXt or to the common point providing voltages V (Fig. 5A) . In the first case resistors RB are connected in parallel to RA, hence forming effective resistors of higher conductance. In the second case besides the nearest neighbor coupling via diodes there is a kind of global coupling provided by the resistors RB with a feedback loop via the amplifier to the voltage adders, and finally to the nonlinear resistors. Due to the high value of RB this global coupling does not affect directly the dynamics of the circuit, but instead it controls the behavior of the ring via the feedback.
According to the current-voltage (I-V) relation of the double capacitor (DC) and to Kirchhoff's laws, the equations governing the dynamics of the circuit are
where C0y is a constant depending on the inner components of the double capacitor. where the constants I s and V t depend on the diode inner structure. Thus using diodes (49) and (50) map the Toda exponential coupling (Fig. 4B ) between neighboring units. Depending on the position of the switch S, the voltage V can be equal to zero (common point is connected to the ground) or it may vary. The current through the non-linear resistor (block NR in Fig. 5 ) 7 nr is a nonlinear function of the voltage applied to its terminals AV = V n -V a .ltisa, cubic-like with three zeros and positive slope at the origin, hence having a part with negative differential resistance. Accordingly, it accounts for the earlier described Rayleigh energy pumping mechanism (7), (11) or (18) . Note that the voltage applied to the nonlinear resistor is a linear combination of time derivative of the voltage at the unit, V n , and the "shift" voltage V^. Fig. 6 illustrates how the output of Fig. 4 (three independent modes of oscillation) can be combined with the electronic implementation of Fig. 5 leading to a dynamical system (in the form of an analog computer) that can be considered a Central Pattern Generator (CPG) to control movement. The latter is done by just replacing in the Toda-Rayleigh lattice ring the DC block of each lattice unit by an appropriate motor. Indeed, in the next Section we shall see how learning from Nature a robot may follow using the Toda-Rayleigh ring with six lattice units.
HEXAPOD GAITS AND ANALOG MODES IN A TODA-RAYLEIGH LATTICE RING
Animal locomotion typically employs several distinct periodic patterns of leg movements, known as gaits. Most of the gaits possess some degree of symmetry. Fig. 7 illustrates the most common gaits of an insect. The limbs on the left and right sides are numbered starting from the frontal leg and marked by letters L and R, respectively (Fig. 7A) .
When an insect moves slowly, it normally adopts the so called metachronal gait (Fig. 7B) . This gait can be described as a "wave" propagating anteriorly from the back of the animal (first on the left side, and then on the right side) according to the scheme: L3,L 2 ,Li,R3,R 2 ,Ri. Caterpillar is another medium speed gait at which the motion of the left and right limbs are in synchrony (Fig. 7C) according to the scheme:
When an insect moves rapidly, it typically adopts the alternating tripod gait (Fig. 7D ):
In the tripod gait, the ipsilateral anterior and posterior legs, and the contralateral middle leg move together in phase. The limbs of each segment are half a period (180°) out of phase and the adjacent limb on the right and left sides are also half a period (180°) out of phase.
Let us now show how the symmetries of different gaits shown in Fig. 7 can be modeled by oscillatory modes generated by Toda-Rayleigh electronic circuits [15, 16, 17] . (Fig. 7) . B) The two-hump mode m = 2 corresponds to the caterpillar gait. C) The optical-like mode (m = 3) fits the tripod gait. Fig. 8 shows experimental traces of the three oscillatory modes (m = 1, 2, and 3) generated by the Toda-Rayleigh six-units (analog computer) lattice ring of Figs. 4 and 5. The three modes lead to the limb movements shown in the lower insets of Fig. 8 thus reproducing the gaits of Fig. 7 . Comparing the gaits obtained with the Toda-Rayleigh lattice ring taken as a CPG to the insect gaits shown in Fig. 7 we indeed see that the metachronal, caterpillar and tripod gaits are successfully generated by such a CPG (Figs. 8A, 8B and 8C ). Needless to say the model system and corresponding model robot can be easily generalized to other than hexapodal animals hence other than insects.
ELECTROMECHANICAL TODA-RAYLEIGH LATTICE Let us come back to the lattice (35) or (46) (including active friction and noise) and consider all lattice units (TV in number) to be relatively heavy (mass, mf, charge, +e) positive ions (screened ion cores, all ntf = m). Then let place TV electrons (mass, m e \ all m e equal; charge, -e) at the positions yj (thus having electroneutrality), free to move in the nonuniform and in general time-dependent electric field generated by the ions located at lattice positions x^ (we use subscript "&" rather than "/"). For simplicity I describe the electron-(lattice)ion interaction by a pseudopotential with an appropriate cut-off, using a tunable parameter h [29] ,
This pseudo potential of current use in solid state physics avoids the pole (Coulomb singularity) by introducing a cut-off at U m j n = -e 2 /h; h « a/2 is the cut-off distance and o is the equilibrium inter-ion mean distance. Eq. (51) is justified by the fact that in a real solid the ion core is a region of high electronic density, finite size, and hardly penetrable by zfree electron. Fig. 9 illustrates the role of the cut-off, h, and of the compression of the Toda springs in the lattice. Note that to also avoid Coulomb singularities in ID or 2D geometry in (51) I consider the free electrons to be moving along the lattice in 3D. Here E denotes the strength of an external electric field. One can assume periodic boundary conditions. I may consider just one electron located at position;; rather than TV electrons at coordinates j^-. At variance with the lattice units (positive ions) the dynamics of the electrons is assumed to be passive (i.e. y e o > 0, standard damping for all velocities; the subscript "0" can be dropped). As done for the ions here the stochastic force models a surrounding heat bath (Gaussian white noise with zero mean and delta correlated). Note that, due to the large mass difference, m/m e = 10 3 , the friction force acting on the electron is small relative to that on the ions, m e y e o <C mij^.
The potential energy stored in the lattice ring is now
k=\ with Uf{rk) denoting the Toda pair interaction exponential potential (35). U e (r^) is the electron-ion potential given by (51). Needless to say the external electric field E also The coordinate r illustrates the compression (absence for r = 1, upper figure with the potentials and a 40% compression for r = 0.6) of the "spring" between ions. It is clear (bottom figure) that both compression, r, and cut-off, h, help the electron find a minimum midway between the two lattice positive ions. Without compression the latter are unavoidable traps for the electron.
acts on the charge e\ = +e of the Toda lattice particles (ions). Let us denote by F a (7) the Rayleigh-like velocity-dependent force. Hence, rewriting, for completeness, the evolution of the ion particles (46) in more explicit terms is given by
The complete electron-(lattice)ion evolution problem now is the combined set of Eqs. (52) and (54). These equations can be and have been integrated by means of a fourthorder Runge-Kutta algorithm adapted for solving stochastic problems [9, 30] . All computer experiments begin with a state of equal distances between ions and their velocities randomly taken from a normal distribution with amplitude Vj n , v^(0) = Vj n^( k). Each electron is placed at rest, vj = 0, midway between two ions.
As earlier noted heavy ions are little affected by light electrons and hence (free) electrons move on the background/landscape of the pseudopotential profile created by the ions (Fig. 10) . Note that the integration step must be chosen to describe correctly the fastest component of the process, i.e., the oscillations of electrons in the potential well. The average distance between Toda particles, <7, can chosen as the space scale (unit length); the mass of the ions can be taken as unity (ntf = m = 1); the time scale can be associated with the characteristic time of the relaxation of the linear frequency of oscillations of a Toda lattice unit in the potential well, (OQ. TO reduce the number of parameters of the problem, the parameters of both Toda and Coulomb potentials, the mass ratio and the particle charges can be held fixed. Thus, the damping rates, 70 and 7^0, the values of the parameters characterizing the driving forces, F a (vk), the initial velocity, v/ w , chosen to select a solitonic mode, the value of the external field, and the electron temperature, T, are left to be varied in the computer simulations. Recall that D e is proportional to T according to the above mentioned Einstein's relation.
REMARKABLE ELECTRIC CURRENT/SIGNAL TRANSMISSION FEATURES OF THE NEURAL-LIKE TODA-RAYLEIGH LATTICE
For illustration I take (unless otherwise specified) /i = 1. Fig. 11 illustrates how solitons appear in the ion lattice. They correspond to local compressions of the lattice (see also Fig. 3 ). The solitons run opposite to the mean ion motion. The electrons (all "free" and non interacting among themselves) are captured by local concentrations of the ionic charge (recall Fig. 10 ). Since the electrons search for the deepest nearby minimum of the potential they will be most of the time located near local ion clusters. This is a dynamic process, not a static cluster, the ions participating in the local compression are changing all the time. In other words, the electrons continually have new partners (a kind of promiscuity) in forming bound states (solectrons). Since there is no electron repulsion and spin effects, many electrons are allow to cluster in the same minimum. Fig. 12 provides a computer simulation for the evolution of 10 Toda particles (ions) creating 1 dissipative soliton which moves in the opposite direction and 10 free, non interacting electrons. After a suitably long time interval, most electrons, one after another, bind to the soliton and move approximately with the soliton velocity in a direction opposite to that of the ions. Recently, using the asymmetric character of the solitonic wave (see Fig. 3 ) the behavior illustrated in Fig. 12 has permitted to propose the TodaRayleigh lattice as an intrinsic dynamical ratchet and hence active Brownian engine [31] but I shall not dwell on this question here. Note that Stokes drift represents a secondorder correction to the paths of fluid particles while nonlinear translations waves cause a net displacement in first order.
Due to the large difference in the masses of the charged particles (m/m e = 10 3 ), the overwhelming contribution to the current comes from the electrons moving on the nonlinear ion lattice. The current density (per unit length) of the electrons is obtained by taking the average of the electron velocities. Hence the electric current density (per unit length) is je = -n e e y £(V}),
j
(n e = 1 with ten electrons and ten ions or for TV of each of them). The average is to be friction force (energy pumping). The nonlinear current-field characteristics exhibits a wide plateau region of constant current (corresponding to zero differential conductivity and field-independent current; the field merely acts as a symmetry breaking agent in the lattice dynamics). The initial conditions for the computer simulations were generated by a random sampling from a Gaussian distribution. For 10 particles the sampling led to a great dispersion and hence one is forced to eliminate a small part of the initial conditions. At very small values of the field strength there is an apparent gap in the values for the current. In this narrow region, around zero, one cannot obtain reliable data from the computer simulations. However, the existence of a gap may hint at the existence of a very high conductivity. This striking result was first provided in Ref. [18] . Needless to say for very low electric field strengths the running direction for solitons cannot be specified as they may travel in either direction. On the other hand, intense field values do not allow electrons to be trapped by a potential well as easily. Otherwise the field merely plays the role of symmetry breaking agent.
Fig. 14 illustrates the behavior of the electron current as a function of the electron temperature (electron noise). It appears that upon lowering the temperature the electron current driven by the solectrons grows significantly relative to the Ohm-Drude current. This range can be identified by computing the specific heat of the lattice ring at constant length (volume) or the dynamic structure factor for varying temperature. It is in between the phonon range (below) and the hard sphere gas (above) limit of the lattice [9] (see Fig. 15 ). 
CONCLUDING REMARKS
I have tried to illustrate in a sketchy, albeit tutorial way how anharmonicity and anharmonic lattices can be used to excite and propagate robust oscillations and soliton-like waves. I have provided a minimal background of theory about solitons and so-called active friction forces (or energy pumping mechanisms) to substantiate my claim that, in particular, a self-organizing Toda lattice with (repulsive) exponential interactions (easily mapped by diodes) can be used as a Central Pattern Generator (CPG). The CPG (as an analog computer) with six units endowed with corresponding six motors (one for each unit) allows gaits control of the legs of an hexapod robot (mimicking an insect). Then suitably converting the system into an electromechanical lattice I have illustrated how the solitons can be carriers of electric charge hence the electromechanical lattice becoming an electric signal neural-like conveyor. Further, I have shown that depending on parameter values such electric signals can proceed in supersonic faster motion than Ohm's law allows. This can be taken to advantage to process signals in two alternative or complementary ways in a robot architecture. May I conclude by saying that what I have uncovered opens more than just one fascinating avenue for future research in robots, electric conduction, and neural-like artificial systems.
